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Dated December 5, 2013 (2013-12-05) ( SAIFF)[1] March 21, 2014 (2014-03-21) (India) Run time1hr 41minutes[2]CountryIndiaLanguageHindiBudget4.75 croreBox office. Transgender 1.11 Crore Ankhon Dekhi (transl. Through My Eyes) is a 2014 Indian Indian film drama written and directed by Rajat
Kapoor[3][4] and produced by Manish Mondra. Starring Sanjay Mishra and Rajat Kapoor. The film was released on March 21, 2014. The opening film was at the 8th Mozaique International Film Festival in South Asia (MISAFF) 2014 in Toronto. It is Kapoor's fifth feature film, dedicated to his idols and
teachers: directors Mani Kul and Kumar Shahani. At the 2015 Screen Awards, Ankhon Dekhi won best supporting actress for Seema Bahwa, best story and best ensemble. [5] The conspiracy of Rajesh Baoji (Sanjay Mishra) is a man in his late 50s, living a dismal but eventful life in a small house in old
Delhi with his extended family. The film begins with Babouji recounting his dream, where he sees himself flying like a yellow free of all worldly affairs. A random accident will change his life in a dramatic way, although he doesn't realize it at the moment. Baoji's daughter was seeing a boy of notoriety when
this truth was revealed to the family, after much deliberation they decided to lock up the girl and go hit the boy deliberately. When they encounter the boy, to Baboji he looks like a very nice person. This event radically changes his life - he decides that he will only believe what he can see, hence the title of
Ankhon Dekhi. After a while he refuses to worship God and treats Prasad (offerings) as another sweet. He works as a travel agent and refuses to book tickets to Amsterdam because he has never seen Amsterdam before. To support his ideals, he resigned from his job. He's in a very perfect position and
takes things to extreme levels. explore his theory. At first his neighbors consider him a crazy old man, but over time they begin to admire his logical mind and begin to follow him. Once while intervening in a small loan case with shark loan, he refuses to believe the notoriety of the fish. He concludes that he
is a good person, based on his observation. He forms a relationship with the loan shark and is recruited by him in his illegal gambling den. His followers are joining. He gives approval to his daughter's marriage to the boy she loves and almost sorted out emotional issues with his estranged brother. Now
free of all responsibility, he leads a life where there are almost no blind spots and a lot of clarity. He takes his wife for a vacation while chatting tells his wife that he feels very light, like a bird flying in a free sky. His wife jokes about his experience, inadvertently challenging his own theory that he doesn't
know how to actually fly a bird. In the middle of the night he walks towards the abyss. Baboji narrates his dream (as at the beginning of the story). Untested flight yet and as the film ends, Baoji is seen flying down a cliff. Sanjay Mishra as Baoji Rajat Kapoor as Rishi Chacha Sima Bahwa as Amma Namit
Das as Ajju Shripad Raorane as Sharma Ji Priendra Kala as Shibo Babu Manu Rishi as Sharma Ji Maya Sarao as Rita Taranj Kaur as Rita Taranj Kaur as Chachi Chandrashur Rai in Nishi Alka Chaula in Zamrub Boa Mahesh Sharma in 100 100 100 1000 As Master J. Manish Karnatak as Jivan Dhruv
Singh as Dhruv Saurabh Shukla as Danish Boss Hussein in Jobi Eugendra Tiko as Banditji Chaitanya Maawar as Ashok Chitan Sharma as Anil Shivam Sithi as Aaron Ranver Shori Cameo appearance in one scene Yadvinder Singh Brar as Goon Rajiv Narang as a critical response gambler Aankhon
Dekhiopened for a tremendous critical appreciation. Most critics praised all the very rich philosophical performances and tones of the script. RAJIV MASAND OF CNN-IBN GAVE THE FILM 3.5/5 STARS: THROUGH A WONDERFULLY WHIMSICAL ANKHON DEKHI, WRITER AND DIRECTOR RAJAT
KAPOOR SHOWS US HOW A JOURNEY CAN BE MORE MEANINGFUL IF WE LIVE LIFE THE WAY WE CHOOSE. Anupama Chopra of The Hindustan Times gave 3.5/5 mentioned, threads come along with such a skinny of emotion that I found wiped out tears. Ankhon Dekhi is a beautiful comfort
from the formula fare that clutters our multixes week after week. Independent film researcher Prabadaj Rangan praised the supplication and casting, saying watching the wonderful Ankhon Dekhi of Rajat Kapoor, you may find yourself wishing to have one of the outstanding performance awards by the cast
in a cinematic form. Casting is perfect, and the performances are brilliant. It is a cliché to say that the actor lived his role but this feeling of lack of representation but presence is a common feeling here. [6] Suknia Pharma went from Ardiev with 4/5 stars, saying on all its existential crisis, heart of Ankhon
Degey In Kapoor's affectionate portrayal of Aish al-Hamal, the loving father-daughter relationship between Baoji and Rita (Maya Sarao), the unspoken attachment between him and his younger brother and the anxiety of his rocky, hard wife. Chopra Gupta of Indian Express, usually a very harsh critic, gave
the film an amazing 4/5, referring to the central character, he's a fool, a clown and a man, all in one. It's us. One of the few different voices madhuriha Mukherjee of India was the day he gave 2.5/5 stars saying what does not work for the film is the fact that it borders on abstract at regular intervals and
lacks continuity, making some scenes and conversations seem out of context. However, they still recommend people watch it. Filmfar Awards Won – Filmfar Award for Best Film (Critics) 2014[7] Won – Filmfar Award for Best Actor (Critics) 2014 – Sanjay Mishra[7] Won – Filmfar Award for Best Story 2
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man who was a good man. The 2014 Raag-inspired song of 2014 - Aayiar Baha [9] Music Ankhon DekhiSoundtrack Album Sagar DesaiReleased4 March 2014 (2014-03-03-4 04) [10] GenreFeature Audio FilmBloom SoundBlah20:27Language Hindibel MusicTimesExternal MusicExternal Sound
MusicExternal Sound On YouTube Ankhon Dekhi features unique sound combining Indian classical melodies with modern rhythms. The result was composed by Sagar Desai, and lyrics were written by Varun Grover. The soundtrack has been well received with many calling it a 'breath of fresh air'
because of the melodies that are made up with classical instruments. Song by composer Aaj Laagi Laagi Nai Dhoop Kailash Kher Saagar Desai Varun Varer Grover Aayi Bahaar Kailash Kher Sagar Desai Varun Grover Kaise Sukh Soyein Ronkin i Gupta a Hindu classical vocals based on raga Behag Ya
2- 2011: Haka Baka Chian Sagar Desai Varon Grover Dheem Rey Mengel Gujral Sagar Desai Varun Varun Grover ^ ^ Ankhon Dekhi. South Asian International Film Festival 2013. Accessed March 1, 2018. [Permanent Link Dead] ^ Window Article. epaper.timesofindia.com. See it on March 1, 2018. ^
Mumbai Arabic ePaper: Mumbai E-Paper, English News ePaper - Midday. epaper2.mid-day.com. Accessed March 1, 2018. ^ Sharma, Sarika (January 14, 2015). Live: 21 OK Screen Life Awards. Indian Express was viewed on January 14, 2015. ^ Ankhon Dekhi... in plain sight. (Bharaduaj Rangan) 24
March 2014. Accessed March 3, 2018. ^ A.B.C. 60 BRITANNIA FILMFAR AWARDS 2014: A FULL LIST OF WINNERS. Times of India February 1, 2015. Accessed February 1, 2015. ^ A.B. Winners of the 21st Annual Screen Star Screen Awards Indian Express. 15 January 2015. Accessed March 3,
2018. ^ Nominations - Mircemusic Awards 2014. MMAMirchiMusicAwards. Accessed April 15, 2018. ^ Ankhon Dekhi (original voice animation). Itunes. External links Ankhon Dekhi on IMDb retrieved from
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